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Executive Summary

At the request of Wendel Companies; Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc. (VHB)
conducted a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (Phase I ESA) for property
located along Perry Street that is proposed for the new Blacksburg Transit MultiModal Transit Facility (MMTF). This property is comprised of the portion of Parking
Lots #P1 and # P6 closest to the parking garage, the Property between Perry Street
and the Perry Street Parking Garage, and a portion of Parking Lot #3 along Perry
Street between the parking garage and Stanger Street on the campus of Virginia Tech.
The Property appears to be comprised of the master Parcel ID number for the
campus, #070905, and 6 additional parcels owned by Virginia Tech including
#070813, #070821, #070842, #070993, #070833, and #070910.
The above referenced Property identified above in Blacksburg, Virginia make up the
project area for the proposed Blacksburg Transit Multi-Modal Transit Facility Site on
the campus of Virginia Tech, and it is referred to herein as the “Site” or the
“Property”. This Phase I ESA has been completed in general compliance with ASTM
E 1527-05, Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental
Site Assessment Process (the Standard). Wendel Companies and Blacksburg Transit
are also the Users of this report. Pursuant to Section 3.2.93 of the Standard, “the User
has specific obligations for completing a successful application of this practice as
outlined in Section 6” of the Standard.
To meet the ASTM Standard E 1527-05, this Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
included exploration of the site and adjoining properties, interviews, and review of
historical documents/sources and regulatory databases in an effort to ascertain the
identity of recognized environmental conditions (RECs) that may impact the site.

Site Location and Vicinity Description
The Site is located along the northwestern corner of the campus of Virginia Tech, and
is further defined to a small “L-shaped” area north of Perry Street, west of Stanger
Street, east of West Campus Drive, and south of Price’s Fork Road. The Site is
surrounded by academic buildings, surface parking lots, and a parking garage
located off Perry Street. The western portion of the Site primarily consists of a master
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parcel shared by most of the University; however the remainder of the Property (east
of the parking garage) consists of multiple parcels designated by six (6) parcel
identification numbers. The Property lies within the campus of Virginia Tech and is
surrounded by Virginia Tech owned Property; however, the Town of Blacksburg
surrounds the University and is tightly connected with the University as many of the
students use local Town facilities located just off campus. Commercial and retail
businesses, hotels, restaurants, single and multi-family housing and religious
facilities are located in close proximity to the Property.

Site History Overview
Prior to Virginia Tech’s ownership of the Property, the Site was rural to suburban
and was located on the outskirts of the Virginia Tech campus and the Town of
Blacksburg. Based on aerial images and topographic maps, the eastern portion of the
Property consisted of small structures, likely residential dwellings from 1956 until
sometime around 1970. Perry Street existed, but did not connect to West Campus
Drive until sometime between 1963 and 1970. A parking lot was created on the
eastern portion of the Property between 1970 and 1991, creating a continuous surface
parking lot along the northern side of Perry Street between Stanger Street and West
Campus Drive. The existing adjacent parking garage was not constructed until
sometime between 2009 and 2011. Stroubles Creek which was shown on the
topographic maps was covered and crossed during the extension of Perry Street to
West Campus Drive, and culvert pipes were used beneath a portion of the Property
to maintain movement of drainage towards Duck Pond. Between 1956 and 1960 a
parking lot was constructed along the westernmost portion of the Property, and has
continued to be used as a parking lot ever since. Most, if not all parcels, were
acquired by the University in 1968 or 1969.
VHB was able to draw these conclusion based on site visit observations, historical
topographic maps, aerial photography, real estate information, and interviews with
those familiar with the Property.
No specific RECs were identified through the Site History; however, with old
structures, probable residences on the eastern portion of the Property in the 1050s
and 1960s, it is possible that heating fuel was used and underground storage tanks
related to heating oil, are possible in the eastern area of the Property.

Site Reconnaissance Observations
A site reconnaissance was conducted by Adina Sharp, Environmental
Scientist/Geologist at VHB, on April 7, 2013, to ascertain the presence of reasonably
identifiable indications of RECs. VHB personnel were able to traverse each parcel of
the Site, beginning in the parking lot along the southwest side of the parking garage
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and walking the Property towards Perry Street, parallel to Perry Street between Perry
Street and the parking garage, and continuing into the parking lot to the east of the
parking garage. There are no buildings on the premises and the Property appears to
consist primarily of asphalt paved surface parking lots. Parking lot egress/ingress
provided from West Campus Drive, Perry Street, and indirectly from Price’s Fork
Road. Minimal landscaping and sidewalks are present within the Property
evaluated. The grounds for each of the parcels were observed to the extent feasible.
A few parked cars precluded a thorough inspection of the asphalt surface beneath.

Findings
This Phase I ESA has not indicated the presence of recognized environmental
conditions (RECs) in connection with the site or on adjacent properties. Likewise, no
off-site RECs were discovered adjacent or in the near vicinity of the Property. Based
our historical review of the Property, particularly the available historical aerial
photographs and real estate assessor information, it was determined that the eastern
portion of the Property consisted of multiple smaller size parcels. Though the
parcels are currently owned by Virginia Tech, they were never merged into the larger
University master parcel. The reason for such small parcels appears to be due to the
residential use of the area in the 1950s and 1960s, as shown in the aerial photographs.
Though the residential use is not considered an REC, the potential exists for old
underground storage tanks containing fuel oil to be buried in these areas.
Residential use and the mere potential for heating oil tanks based on former use does
not constitute an REC, but this information is important as care should be taken in
these areas during any grading and excavation so as not to rupture any potential
tanks remaining in the ground. Ideally, oversight by an Environmental Professional
during ground disturbance along the eastern portion of the Site would be
recommended.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1

Intent of Phase I ESA
VHB conducted a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment to ascertain the identity,
within the limits of the ASTM Standard, of RECs that may or may not have had an
adverse environmental impact upon the Site. The scope of services provided in the
Agreement dated March 8, 2013 and signed March 13, 2013 for this Phase I ESA
included: a historical review; a federal and state environmental database search; state
and municipal file review; a site reconnaissance; and interviews with people
knowledgeable about the Site to evaluate whether such conditions are associated
with the site. The methods implemented for this Phase I ESA are from the ASTM
Standard E 1527-05 in general form, as requested by Wendel Companies. This
document includes information collected to support the level of inquiry and findings,
along with opinions generated to formulate the conclusions presented herein.
This practice does not include any testing or sampling of materials (e.g. soil, water,
air, building materials, etc.). Pursuant to Section 7.5.2.1 of the Standard, VHB was
not required to independently verify information provided by others to complete this
Phase I ESA.

1.2

Detailed Scope of Services
In order to comply with Wendel Companies’ request to conduct a Phase I ESA on the
above referenced site, VHB implemented the following detailed scope services:
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Collected and reviewed site materials and documents from our client,
Wendel Companies in the form of a written Notice to Proceed and formal
Site Package.
Contacted, as appropriate and available, individuals, companies and/or
government officials regarding the site with respect to pertinent knowledge
these entities may possess regarding it and its past or present condition.
Conducted a field site visit to the Site to observe and photo document its
present condition relating to any observed RECs on or off the site.
Evaluation was made on the exterior features/structures, along with readily
accessible interior features/structures, as they relate to the Site.

Introduction









Implemented a regulatory database search by utilizing Environmental Data
Resources, Inc. services to collect information for review pertaining to
readily know and monitored sites by federal and state environmental
regulatory agencies.
Implemented a historical search for documents, maps and other readily
available data sources to construct a history of the site relating to its
development and documented uses.
Made an evaluation of adjoining properties based on observation from the
Site, regulatory research database and historical information sources to
identify any RECs that may adversely impact or have impacted the Site.
Prepared this report detailing VHB’s specific findings, our opinion of those
findings and our conclusions as to the necessity for further action, if any, to
evaluate and mitigate the identified RECs.

This Phase I ESA is subject to the terms of the agreement between VHB and Wendel
Companies, and the Limitations included in Appendix A. Other than those
limitations expressly provided in Appendix A and/or specified herein, completion
of this Phase I ESA was not subject to significant assumptions, limitations, or
exceptions to the Standard.

1.3

Significant Assumptions
VHB has made no significant assumptions with respect to this work effort other than
the truthfulness of interviewee provided information. Therefore, information and
data obtained and presented from the interviews conducted by VHB is believed to be
deemed reliable by VHB regarding this specific site and project. However, VHB
cannot, does not and will not warrant or guarantee that the data and/or information
provided by sources named as interviewees are accurate or complete.

1.4

Limitations and Exceptions of the
Assessment
Along with all the limitations set forth in various sections of the ASTM Standard E
1527-05 protocol, the accuracy and completeness of this report is necessarily limited
by the following:
Limitations and Exceptions
Access Limitations
Physical Limitations to Observations (i.e., snow, rain, asphalt, buildings, etc.)
Information requested but not available at time of report preparation
Historical Data Criteria does not pre-date 1940
Unique limitations not specified in the ASTM Standard
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X
X
X

NO

X
X

As of the date of this report, no response was provided regarding VHB’s FOIA
request to the Blacksburg Fire Department and Blacksburg Planning Department. As
a result, any information pertaining to the Property within the files at these agencies,
have not been reviewed and not included in this report. Should pertinent
information from this agency be received following the production of this report, an
addendum to this report will be issued.
During our review of historical documents, it was noted that the historical aerial
photographs and city directories did not pre-date 1940. The historical topographic
maps were the only historical source which pre-dated 1940, but based on the
vagueness of this information, particularly prior to 1940; this was not considered a
useful source of information. Sanborn fire insurance maps were not available for this
region of Blacksburg, Virginia, and thus this historical source was not used to make
interpretations during this Phase I ESA.

1.5

Special Terms and Conditions
The findings, opinions and conclusions presented and relevant to this site for which
this document was prepared are warranted by VHB that they were attained in a
manner parallel to guidelines and industry standard level of inquiry and conduct
outlined in ASTM Standard E 1527-05. The aforementioned ASTM Standard
indicates the methodologies utilized as representing good commercial and
customary practice for conducting an Environmental Site Assessment for a parcel of
real property in the United States of America for the purpose of naming RECs. VHB
calls to attention that findings, opinions and conclusions presented herein maintain
the constraints inherent with the methodologies in the ASTM E 1527-05 Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment Process and some of which are more specifically
indicated below.
No other warranties are indicated or stated.
Although, VHB implemented an industry standard level of care and exercise for this
Phase I ESA there may be conditions on the Site, in the proximity of the Site or on
adjoining properties that may not or could not be identified with the scope of work
performed. Additionally, there may be conditions and/or concerns that were not
reasonably ascertainable in published, prepared or recorded readily available
materials. The execution of this work effort is not intended to return an all inclusive
or comprehensive information base, but instead to inform Wendel Companies with
VHB’s opinion of evident RECs observed and/or potential adverse environmental
conditions relating to the Site.
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This Phase I ESA was completed subject to the Terms and Conditions of the Contract
between VHB and Wendel Companies dated March 8, 2013, signed by Wendel
Companies on March 13, 2013.

1.6

User Reliance
This document was prepared in accordance with the contract VHB has with Wendel
Companies. This contractual relationship includes an exchange of information about
the Site that is unique. The exchanged information between VHB and Wendel
Companies and Blacksburg Transit is the basis upon which this report is prepared.
Given the importance of the communication between VHB and Wendel Companies
and Blacksburg Transit, reliance or any use of this report by anyone other than
Wendel Companies or Blacksburg Transit, for whom it was prepared, is prohibited
and therefore not foreseeable to VHB. Parties named to have reliance on this report
include: Wendel Companies, McDonough, Bolyard, Peck, the Town of Blacksburg,
Virginia, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech), and the
Federal Transit Administration.
Reliance or use by any such third party without explicit authorization in this report
does not make said third party a third party beneficiary to VHB's contract with
Wendel Companies and Blacksburg Transit. Any such unauthorized reliance on or
use this report, including any of its information or conclusions will be at third party's
own risk. For the same reasons, no warranties or representations, expressed or
implied in this report, are made to any such third party.
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2.0 Site Description

2.1

Site Location and Legal Description
Site Location
According to information provided collectively by VHB’s client, Wendel Companies
and the Town of Blacksburg, and Montgomery County, the Site is defined by
multiple parcels. The southwestern portion of the Property is included in Parcel ID
#070905, the large master parcel for Virginia Tech. The remainder of the Property is
included within portions of six additional parcels, also owned by Virginia Tech and
located within the campus limits. Real estate records, including sketches of the
parcels, were obtained from Montgomery County and are included in Appendix B.
Though all of the parcels are owned by Virginia Tech and located on the campus; it
appears that smaller parcels that were once residential lots, according to the
Montgomery County Real Estate Assessor’s office, were never merged into the larger
master parcel for the University when they were acquired by Virginia Tech. The
parcels comprising the Property lie within northern portion of the campus along
Perry Street, between West Campus Drive and Stanger Street. The project Site forms
an “L” shape. The Property is surrounded by parking lots and a parking garage;
however educational classroom buildings belonging to the University are located
across Perry Street from the Property. Commercial, retail, office, and residential uses
are also apparent in the vicinity. According to the Montgomery County’s online GIS
and Real Estate Assessments, the parcels which completely or partially comprise the
Property are all owned by VPI (Virginia Polytechnic University), also known as
Virginia Tech, and are identified by the following Parcel ID numbers:
o
o
o
o
o
o
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#070813 – Tax Map Number: 256-1 BK D 1-5, *
#070821 – Tax Map Number: 256-1 A-G
#070842 – Tax Map Number: 256-1BK E 15-17
#070993 – Tax Map Number: 256-1BK D 9,10*
#070833 – Tax Map Number: 256-1BK D 7,8
#070910 – Tax Map Number: 256-1BK D 6

Site Description

o

#070905 for the parcel located southwest of the parking garage and
also includes a large portion of Virginia Tech not evaluated during
this Phase I ESA.

The parcel locations have been placed on USGS topographic map that indicates the
study area’s location and general vicinity characteristics. This map is provided as
Figure 1 in this document.
Legal Description
The Site Package provided to VHB by Wendel Companies did not contain legal
descriptions for the properties that make up the Site. Though no legal description of
the Property was found in client provided documents, the Montgomery County GIS
and Real Estate Assessor’s website did contain the legal descriptions of the parcels
included in the Phase I ESA, as well as, the parcel number, acreage (not provided for
all), recent purchase and sale dates, and owners name. The information obtained for
each of the parcels from the Montgomery County GIS and Real Estate Assessor’s
website can be found in Appendix B.

2.2

Physical Setting of Site and Vicinity
General Characteristics
Based on VHB’s field site visit and observations made at the Site area and of its
surrounding area, VHB considers the physical setting of the Site to be developed and
would be considered institutional and suburban in classification. VHB has prepared
and provides it as Figure 2, a Site Plan Map that indicates features of the Site area
and general descriptions of the surrounding area. The Property is situated within the
northern campus of Virginia Tech University. Though the parking lot serves the
student, faculty and staff population at the University and within close proximity to
educational facilities, the Property is close to Price’s Fork Road, a major thoroughfare
bordering the University’s northern boundary, and West Campus Drive, a major
thoroughfare of the University. Single family residences are located near the
Property, across Price’s Fork Road. The campus golf course, and retail/commercial
uses surround the University and comprise the surrounding Blacksburg area,
particularly, east and west of the campus along Price’s Fork Road. All the parcels
comprising the Property are zoned as university/educational use, as is the
surrounding area to the south, southeast, and southwest. Though the adjacent
property to the north is also University owned and zoned parking, the vicinity to the
north beyond that is designated as low density residential across Price’s Fork Road.
Medium density multi-unit residential and general commercial use properties are
present to the northwest, and medium density multi-unit residential, general
commercial, office, and downtown commercial uses are present to the northeast. The
proposed uses of the Site are consistent with general use in the area and will aid the
University as well as the Town of Blacksburg with regards to travel and commuting.
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2.3

Current Use of the Properties
At present, the portion of the University’s master parcel (#070905) that comprises the
southwest half of the subject Site is currently used as an asphalt surface parking lot
used by faculty staff and students. Likewise, the portions of the Site comprised of
parcels #070813, #070821, #070842, #070993, #070833, and #070910, are also currently
used as an asphalt paved surface parking lot. Landscaping and sidewalks are also
included within these parcels.
VHB noted the above uses through on-site observations, interviews, and research.

2.4

Description of Structures, Roads, and
Other Site Improvements
The Site is comprised of approximately 4 acres of total land area in an “L” shape
formed by a portion of the parking lot and landscaping along southwest side of the
parking garage, the parking lot in front of the parking garage along Perry Street, and
a portion of the parking lot to the east of the parking garage that is adjacent and
parallel to Perry Street. There were no on-Site structures observed on the Property
during the Site visit. Though there are no roads through the Property, as confirmed
during the Site visit, the majority of the Property was observed to consist of asphaltpaved surface parking lots. Ingress and egress to the Property is provided into these
parking lots off of Perry Street, West Campus Drive, and Price’s Fork Road.
Sidewalks and ADA accessible ramps are located on the sides of the parking garage
and along Perry Street, with access to cross walks on Perry Street.
VHB noted that the Site is institutional in use as the parking lot is used by faculty
staff and students of Virginia Tech with the surrounding area being urban in setting.

2.5

Current Uses of Adjoining Properties
VHB personnel visually and physically observed the adjoining properties around the
Property. The immediate adjoining properties are used as student, faculty, and staff
parking lots for Virginia Tech to the northwest, southwest, and northeast of the
Property. Virginia Tech educational classroom buildings are located southeast and
across Perry Street from the Property. The new Signature Engineering Building is in
the construction phase northwest of Parking lot #3, and the Property forms an “L”
shape around the existing Perry Street parking garage, as shown in Figure 2. The
uses of the properties surrounding the Site are consistent with the surrounding uses,
and are in use by the student, faculty, and staff of University. Additionally, no RECs
were observed on immediately adjacent properties which would be expected to
impact the Site. This was determined in the field by VHB’s observations and through
maps and drawings acquired through EDR and online map providers. The VHB
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prepared Site Plan (Figure 2) shows these properties, along with other maps in
Appendix B.
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3.0 User-Provided Information

As stipulated in ASTM Standard E 1527-05 §5.1, Wendel Companies provided VHB
with information available to it regarding the Site. The information provided by
Wendel Companies was in the form of a Site Package. This Site Package contained
materials received from its client, Wendel Companies and Blacksburg Transit that
pertained to the Property. The Site Package provided by Wendel Companies to VHB
can be found in Appendix B.

3.1

Title Records
The User did not provide VHB with title records relative to the Site. Preparation of a
title search was not part of this Phase I ESA scope of work. Copies of information
retrieved from Montgomery County’s online Real Estate Assessment GIS are
included in Appendix B and consist of parcel identification, sale date, owner
information, and other information pertinent to the seven parcels which partially or
completely comprise the Property.

3.2

Environmental Liens or Activity and Use
Limitations
Mr. Charles M. Badger with Wendel Companies completed the User Questionnaire.
Within the content of the answers provided, Mr. Badger did not state that he is aware
of any liens or activity uses or restrictions with regards to the Property. Similarly, a
phone interview with Mr. Robert Carpenter with McDonough, Bolyard, Peck, did not
reveal knowledge of environmental liens or activity uses or restrictions associated
with the parcels.
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3.3

Specialized Knowledge
VHB’s client, Wendel Companies, has provided a Site Package with specialized
knowledge regarding the Site’s location, along with other pertinent and available
information to them. The information in this Site Package has been incorporated in
this document as appropriate. The Site Package and VHB Phase I Environmental SiteUser Questionnaire provided and completed by Wendel Companies to VHB are
included in Appendix B.

3.4

Owner, Property Manager, and/or
Occupant Information
VHB has received owner information relating to the Site through the Site Package
provided by the client, Wendel Companies and information provided from the
Montgomery County’s online real estate assessor website. VHB has taken this
information and utilized it to gain site access and conduct interviews of
knowledgeable persons with respect to RECs associated with the Site, if available.
Section 6.0 entitled Interviews details people VHB interviewed for this Phase I ESA.

3.5

Reason for Performing Phase I
VHB was retained to perform a Phase I ESA on the Site for Wendel Companies on
behalf of Blacksburg Transit (BT), a department of the City of Blacksburg.
Blacksburg Transit is fulfilling its contractual and due diligence obligations in the
process of developing/redeveloping the Site. The purpose of the Phase I ESA is also
to aid in the preparation of the NEPA Categorical Exclusion in production
simultaneously.

3.6

Other
The client, Wendel Companies did not provide VHB with any previous Phase I ESA’s
that may have been performed on the Property in the past.
All client provided documents have been copied and attached in Appendix B of this
report.
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4.0 Records Review

As stated in ASTM Standard E 1527-05 § 8.1.1, the primary purpose of the records
review is to obtain and review records that will help identify recognized
environmental conditions in connection with the site. VHB utilized the following the
records to evaluate the absence or presence of recognized environmental conditions
pertaining to the site in the completion of this Phase I ESA.
As indicated in ASTM Standard E 1527-05 § 8.1.4, the availability of record
information varies from information source to information source, including
governmental jurisdictions. The user and/or environmental professional are not
obligated to identify, obtain, or review every possible record that might exist with
respect to the site. Instead, ASTM Standard E 1527-05 identifies record information
that shall be reviewed from standard sources and the user and/or environmental
professional is required to review only record information that is reasonably
ascertainable from standard sources. Record information that is reasonably
ascertainable means (1) information that publicly available, (2) information that is
obtainable from its source within reasonable time and cost constraints, and (3)
information that is practically reviewable.

4.1

Standard Environmental Record Sources
VHB utilizes Environmental Data Resources, Inc. (EDR) to provide the standard
federal and state environmental record sources specified in ASTM Standard E 152705 §8.2.1.1 to evaluate potential RECs in connection with the Site and adjoining
properties. Along with database information, EDR provides an unmapped site list
that details potential sites that could not be specifically located due to insufficient
address or geocoding information (latitude and longitude) within the site
distribution of the their report. VHB evaluated these sites for inclusion or exclusion
within the approximate minimum search distance (AMSD) for the reporting criteria
and listing for each unmapped site.
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The ASTM Standard E 1527-05 specifies the particular federal and state
environmental records to research for sites within the AMSD, as indicated in Section
§8.2.1.1. The Environmental Data Resources Inc., Site Assessment Report provides a
description of the databases used and highlights pertinent information from the
databases for each listed site. The table below summarizes the Agency maintaining
the database; the database name and the ASTM specified AMSD for each database
listing. In sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, VHB discusses site(s) found within the AMSD and
the potential effects if any of the site(s) and its consideration as a REC to the Site.
Appendix C includes a copy of the EDR Data Map® prepared specifically for this site
and VHB’s associated work effort.

Site Distribution from EDR Database Search
Agency / Database

AMSD
Per ASTM
(miles)

Total
Sites
Encountered

Sites on
Subject
Property

Data
By
Source

0

Immediately
Adjacent
Sites
Encountered
0

US EPA – Federal NPL site list

1.0

0

EDR

US EPA – Delisted NPL site list

0.5

0

0

0

EDR

US EPA – Federal CERCLIS list

0.5

0

0

0

EDR

US EPA – Federal CERCLIS NFRAP site list

0.5

0

0

0

EDR

US EPA – Federal RCRA CORRACTS
facilities list

1.0

0

0

0

EDR

US EPA – Federal RCRA non-CORRACTS
TSD facilities list

0.5

0

0

0

EDR

Site and
Adjoining
Property

0

0

0

EDR

0.25

0

0

0

EDR

US EPA – Federal institutional
control/engineering control registries

Site only

0

0

0

EDR

US EPA – Federal ERNS list

Site only

0

0

0

EDR

State and tribal – equivalent NPL list

1.0

0

0

0

EDR

State and tribal – equivalent CERCLIS list

0.5

0

0

0

EDR

State and tribal landfill and/or solid waste
disposal sites lists

0.5

0

0

0

EDR

State and tribal leaking UST lists

0.5

14

0

0

EDR

State and tribal registered UST lists

0.25

0

0

0

EDR

State and tribal registered AST lists

0.25

0

0

0

EDR

State and tribal institutional
control/engineering control registries

Site only

0

0

0

EDR

State and tribal voluntary cleanup sites

0.5

0

0

0

EDR

State and tribal Brownfield sites

0.5

0

0

0

EDR

Drycleaners

0.25

0

0

0

EDR

Manufactured Gas Plants

1.0

0

0

0

EDR

US EPA – Federal RCRA generators list

US EPA – Federal RCRA Non-generators
list
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4.1.1

Site
The EDR database indicated that the subject Property was not listed within any of the
state or federal databases searched by EDR. Nor was the Property was not listed
within any of EDR’s exclusive records pertaining to manufactured gas plants, and
historic dry cleaners and gas stations.

4.1.2

Relevant Area Properties
The EDR database information did not show any adjacent properties listed within
the database. The nearest listings to the Property were identified a minimum of
1/8th mile from the Property, and pertained to five (5) residential properties in the
neighborhood across Price’s Fork Road (State Highway 412) from the campus. These
residential listings were identified in the Leaking Underground Storage Tank
database (LUST) for leaking heating oil tanks, and all have been closed according to
the database and the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality’s “In My
Backyard” interactive program.
A Virginia Tech Incinerator (Facility ID #2019456) is shown to be located ≥500 feet
northeast of the Property according to the “In My Backyard” program. This site was
also listed within the EDR Orphan Database. The incinerator accepts and disposes of
solid waste on-site; however, no violations have been reported with regards to this
site. This site is not adjacent to the Property, and there is currently no reason to
suspect risk to the Property based on the proximity of this incinerator.
Other listings and sites were noted in the EDR Database Report, but VHB noted that
none of the listings or sites was on or adjacent to the Site and given their separation
distance from the Site and anticipated direction of groundwater flow, none would be
considered to be RECs.

4.2

Additional Record Sources
The Montgomery County government website and additional county offices were
accessed or contacted between April 9, 2013 and April 30, 2013, to obtain information
regarding Site history and use, zoning, and OHM use, storage, release, and/or
disposal practices that may have occurred at the Site. Information obtained from
these sources did not reveal the potential for negative impacts to the Property.
As stated in Section 4.1.2 above, the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
“In My Backyard” program was queried for potential pollution complaints on the
Site and in the immediate vicinity that may not have been identified in the EDR
database. Details and information acquired from DEQ have been discussed in the
above section (Section 4.1.2) and incorporated into this report as appropriate.
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4.2.1

Chain of Title Documents
As presented in Section 3, the user did not provide title records relative to the subject
property. A Certified Title Search was not included in the scope of this report.

4.2.2

Assessor’s Office
The Real Estate Assessor’s office was contacted and information pertaining to the Site
was also accessed via the internet on the Montgomery County website
(http://www.montgomerycountyva.gov) and Town of Blacksburg website
(http://www.blacksburg.va.us/). VHB was able to obtain information regarding the
assessed value and the zoning for the Site, along with the owner’s name, map
number, parcel identification number, legal description, and acreage (for select
parcels). The property information gained from the website is attached in Appendix
B.

4.3

Physical Setting Source(s)

4.3.1

Topography
As indicated in ASTM Standard E 1527-05 §8.2.3, VHB reviewed a current United
States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 minute topographic map equivalent showing
the area on which the Site is located. VHB’s review utilized the USGS Blacksburg,
Virginia quadrangle map from www.Trails.com. The topographic map shows a road
trending northwest through the southwestern portion of the Property, adjacent to the
current location of the parking garage and connecting Perry Street to Price’s Fork
Road. This road does not currently exist. Perry Street is shown in purple which
implies it was added after the former topographic map, but before the most recently
available topographic map. The adjacent parking garage is not shown, and the
northeastern half of the Site is shown to be shaded red, implying it is developed, but
without specific details shown. Price’s Fork Road appears to be recently added as it
is also shown with a purple color. The Property does not appear on the quad map as
developed with the exception of a former road between Perry Street and Price’s Fork
Road, nor is there any structure shown on the Site. Based on the contours shown
across the Property, it appears that prior to development, the southern and western
portions of the Site gently slope to the east towards a natural drainage feature
flowing towards the Duck Pond on campus. The eastern portion of the Property,
east of the parking garage, appears to have sloped gently to the northwest towards
this same creek prior to the current development on the premises and on adjacent
properties. Elevation at the Site is approximately 2,040 feet Above Mean Sea Level
(amsl). The contour lines in the vicinity indicate the surrounding area is undulating.
Groundwater in the immediate vicinity of the Property would be expected to flow
towards this creek. The general topographic gradient would be considered southsouthwest.
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4.3.2

Soils/Surficial Geology
According to United States Department of Agriculture National Resources
Conservation Service online data from its Web Soil Survey, soils at the Site were
mapped as Udorthents and Urban Land. A copy of the soil data map and general
explanations can be found in Appendix D. Below is the description of the soil type.
Map Unit: 29—Udorthents and Urban Land. Urban land is a miscellaneous area.
Udorthents is located on hills and uplands. The parent material consists of
limestone, shale, sandstone, or granite residuum. Depth to a root restrictive layer is
greater than 60 inches. Available water to a depth of 60 inches is very low. Shrinkswell potential is low. This soil is not flooded nor is it ponded. There is no zone of
water saturation within a depth of 72 inches. This soil does not meet hydric criteria.

4.3.3

Bedrock Geology
According to the Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals &
Energy, Division of Mineral Resources – Geologic Map of Virginia (1993), the
underlying geology is characterized as comprising one formation: The geology in the
area is described as being part of the Elbrook Formation, Cambrian age dolomite,
shale, and minor limestone (Virginia Division of Mineral Resources, Geologic Map of
Virginia, Scale – 1:500,000; 1993).
Elbrook Formation
This formation is found in the Appalachian Plateaus and Valley and Ridge areas.
This formation ranges between 1500 and 2900 in thickness in the southeasternmost
exposures, but due to faulting, this formation may be incomplete in other areas. The
formation is characterized by Dolostone and limestone with lesser shale and
siltstone. The Dolostone is medium to dark gray in color, fine to medium grained
with laminated to thick bedding. The limestone is also dark gray, fine grained, and
demonstrates thin to medium bedding. Algal structures and sharpstone
conglomerate are also present within the limestone. Shale and siltstone is light to
dark gray and exhibits dolomitic, platy weathering with minor grayish red or olive
green shades. Interbedded limestone and Dolostone dominate the upper part of the
formation; dolomitic siltstone and shale and thin-bedded argillaceous limestone
dominate the lower part. A more detailed description of the Elbrook Formation is
available in Appendix B.

4.3.4

Groundwater
Groundwater flow direction may be affected by surface topography, hydrology,
hydrogeology, and characteristics of the soil and bedrock. Based on topography in
the general vicinity of the Site, and an interpretation of topographic maps, the
inferred groundwater flow direction beneath the Site would be towards the former
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Stroubles Creek which formerly ran through the Property before it was developed.
For areas of the Property to the north and west, the direction of groundwater flow
would be southeast towards this former drainage feature. For the small area of the
Property southeast of the former Stroubles Creek, groundwater would be expected to
flow north to northwest towards the former creek location. Based on
hydrogeological information obtained from the EDR database, the general
topographic gradient and surficial groundwater flow for the project Site would be
south-southwest. Stroubles Creek ultimately drained to and emptied into the Duck
Pond located southwest of the project site. As it is understood, conduit was used to
direct water flow beneath the Property. Groundwater in the vicinity of the Site is still
expected to flow in this direction. However, it is noted that construction fill soils and
utilities in the area can be collection areas and conduits for groundwater and locally
alter groundwater flow patterns.

4.3.5

Surface Water
No surface water was observed on the Property. Based on curb inlets observed on
the Site during the Site visit, it appears that surface water at the site is managed by a
subsurface stormwater containment and routing system. Surface water was
observed to cross through the Property in historical topographic maps. It appears
that Stroubles Creek ran through the site historically, prior to development of the Site
and adjacent properties, and this creek drained the Site as well as the adjacent
properties. Conduit was used to maintain the flow of Stroubles Creek beneath the
Site, and the Duck Pond which Stroubles Creek drained into continues to exist across
West Campus Drive.

4.4

Historical Use Information
In preparing a historical evaluation of the Site’s uses consistent with the
requirements outlined in ASTM Standard E 1527-05 §8.3.4, VHB utilized EDR’s
collection of historical topographic maps, aerial photography and city directory
information. Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps were not available for this area of
Blacksburg, Virginia. The ASTM standard specifies certain historical sources to be
used in the historical evaluation of the site, those sources reviewed by VHB are listed
below. Documents received from EDR are provided in Appendix D.

4.4.1

Sanborn Maps
Sanborn Maps are periodically issued fire insurance maps dating back to the late
1800’s that show the building use, USTs, ASTs, heating sources, building
construction, and other useful information. Sanborn Maps were not available for the
area of Blacksburg, Virginia where the Property is located. Therefore, no information
was retrieved from this historical source during this Phase I Environmental Site
assessment.
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4.4.2

Topographic Maps
Historical topographic maps, which were part of the USGS 30, 15, and 7.5 minute
quadrangle maps for Blacksburg, Virginia, were reviewed and copies collected from
EDR collections for the Site for the years 1890, 1932, 1937, 1965, 1970 (photorevised
1965), 1978 (photorevised 1965), and 1983 (photorevised 1965). Copies of these
historical topographic maps are included in Appendix D. Historical topographic
interpretations are summarized below.
1890 Blacksburg, VA Quadrangle (scale 1:125,000) – This topographic map is very
vague; particularly due to the scale of the map. Lines representing roads and creeks
are shown and Blacksburg is represented as a cluster of black rectangles with no
detail provided as this scale. The names of roads are not shown, and the exact
location of the Property cannot be determined based on the scale of the map.
However, the Property location was estimated based on the location of Blacksburg
and Stroubles Creek which was present on the topographic map. Virginia Tech was
not named on the 1890 topographic map.
1932 Blacksburg, VA Quadrangle (scale 1:62,500) – The approximate location of the
Site was found on the map, but there are no specific markers identifying the
Property. The map is very vague, and no development is shown on the Property.
The Site is bordered to the south and southeast by the Town of Blacksburg and
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, later known as Virginia Tech. Stroubles Creek, a
natural drainage feature, is identified as crossing through the Property and draining
southward into the Duck Pond. The contour lines on the Property show that the
Property is sloping to the southeast, towards the creek, with exception to the western
portion of the site which also drains to Stroubles Creek, therefore, it drains westnorthwest.
1937 Blacksburg, VA Quadrangle (scale 1:62,500) – No changes apparent from the
1932 topographic map.
1965 Blacksburg, VA Quadrangle (scale 1:24000) – The approximate location of the
Site was found on the map, but there are no specific markers identifying the
Property. Stroubles Creek is shown to cross through the Property and Perry Street is
present, but it is only shown to extend southwest to the Creek. Perry Street does not
continue to West Campus Drive (shown in 1965 to the west of the Property). The
eastern portion of the Property is shaded red to indicate development; however, the
western portion is not shown to be developed at this time. The campus of Virginia
Tech is shown to the south and academic buildings are located south of Perry Street.
The vicinity of the Site is developed as the Town of Blacksburg, undeveloped, a Golf
Course, or reserved for Virginia Tech.
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1970 Blacksburg, VA Quadrangle (photorevised 1965) (scale 1:24000) – No changes
are shown to the Site since the 1965 topographic map; however, three new academic
buildings are shown south of the Property. Perry Street continues to end at Stroubles
Creek, with no connection to West Campus Drive. The western portion of the
Property continues to be undeveloped. The eastern portion of the Site is shaded red
and the type of development is undocumented.
1978 Blacksburg, VA Quadrangle (photorevised 1965) (scale 1:24,000) – No changes
from the 1965 and 1970 topographic map are shown for the Site; however, Perry
Street is shown to extend from Stranger Street all the way to West Campus Drive,
across Stroubles Creek. The western portion of the Site remains undeveloped.
1983 Blacksburg, VA Quadrangle (photorevised 1965) (scale 1:24,000) - No changes
from the 1978 topographic map are shown for the Site except a side street which is
shown to connect Perry Street to Price’s Fork Road, and appears to run
approximately along the western side of the existing parking garage (not shown on
the map). Stroubles Creek continues to be shown crossing through the Site on the
1983 topographic map.

4.4.3

Aerial Photography
VHB reviewed and collected aerial photography pertaining to the Site from the
collection of photography available to EDR. EDR provided aerial photography for
the years 1956, 1960, 1963, 1970, 1991, 1998, 2000, 2005, 2008, 2009, and 2011. Copies
of the aerial photography can be found in Appendix D. Photograph interpretations
are summarized below.
1956 (Scale 1” = 1,000’) – The quality of the aerial photograph is poor, and the scale is
not conducive to making interpretations about Site usage. Nevertheless, the portion
of the Property to the southwest appears to be cleared yet undeveloped, and the
portion of the Site which parallels Perry Street appears to have a band of vegetation,
presumably flanking Stroubles Creek, and small structures, possibly residential
dwellings are located along Perry Street.
1960 (Scale 1” = 1,000’) – The quality of the aerial photograph is poor, and the scale is
not conducive to making interpretations about Site usage. Nevertheless, the portion
of the Property to the southwest appears to be cleared and used for parking entering
from West Campus Drive, as Perry Street does not appear to connect to West
Campus Drive at this time, and the portion of the Site which parallels Perry Street
appears to have a band of vegetation, presumably flanking Stroubles Creek, and
small structures, possibly residential dwellings are located along Perry Street.
1963 (Scale 1” = 750’) – The quality of the aerial photograph is poor, and the scale is
not conducive to making interpretations about Site usage. Nevertheless, the portion
of the Property to the southwest appears to be cleared and used for parking entering
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from West Campus Drive, as Perry Street does not appear to connect to West
Campus Drive at this time, and the portion of the Site which parallels Perry Street
appears to have a band of vegetation, presumably flanking Stroubles Creek, and
small structures, possibly residential dwellings are located along Perry Street.
1970 (Scale 1” = 500’) – The quality of the aerial photograph is poor, and the scale is
not conducive to making an interpretation about the Site usage. The photograph is
too blurry to interpret if the Site was developed, but the eastern portion of the
Property appears to have some land disturbance and a few small structures are
possible. The western portion of the Property and portion in front of the existing
parking garage is undeveloped, or used for parking.
1991 (Scale 1” = 750’) - The quality of the aerial photograph is poor. However, the
scale is not conducive to making detailed interpretations about Site usage and
vicinity characteristics, only general observations. Nevertheless, the Property appears
to be developed as surface parking lots as they are today. The existing adjacent
parking garage was not constructed at this time. Parking lots surround the Property
on all sides except southeast which is bordered by Perry Street and some academic
buildings.
1998 (Scale 1” = 750’) - The quality of the aerial photograph is poor. However, the
scale is not conducive to making detailed interpretations about Site usage and
vicinity characteristics, only general observations. Nevertheless, the Property appears
to be developed as surface parking lots as they are today. The existing adjacent
parking garage was not constructed at this time. Parking lots surround the Property
on all sides except southeast which is bordered by Perry Street and some academic
buildings.
2000 (Scale 1” = 500’) - The quality of the aerial photograph is fair. However, the
scale is not conducive to making detailed interpretations about Site usage and
vicinity characteristics, only general observations. Nevertheless, the Property appears
to be developed as surface parking lots as they are today. The existing adjacent
parking garage was not constructed at this time. Parking lots surround the Property
on all sides except southeast which is bordered by Perry Street and some academic
buildings.
2005 (Scale 1” = 500’) - The quality of the aerial photograph is fair. However, the
scale is not conducive to making detailed interpretations about Site usage and
vicinity characteristics, only general observations. Nevertheless, the Property appears
to be developed as surface parking lots as they are today. The existing adjacent
parking garage was not constructed at this time. Parking lots surround the Property
on all sides except southeast which is bordered by Perry Street and some academic
buildings.
2008 (Scale 1” = 500’) - The quality of the aerial photograph is fair. However, the
scale is not conducive to making detailed interpretations about Site usage and
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vicinity characteristics, only general observations. Nevertheless, the Property appears
to be developed as surface parking lots as they are today. The existing adjacent
parking garage was not constructed at this time. Parking lots surround the Property
on all sides except southeast which is bordered by Perry Street and some academic
buildings.
2009 (Scale 1” = 500’) - The quality of the aerial photograph is fair. However, the
scale is not conducive to making detailed interpretations about Site usage and
vicinity characteristics, only general observations. Nevertheless, the Property appears
to be developed as surface parking lots as they are today. The existing adjacent
parking garage was not constructed at this time. Parking lots surround the Property
on all sides except southeast which is bordered by Perry Street and some academic
buildings.
2011 (Scale 1” = 604’) - The quality of the aerial photograph is fair, and the scale is not
conducive to making detailed interpretations about the Site usage and surrounding
uses. Nevertheless, the Property and vicinity appears to be developed. The Site has
remained a surface parking lot; however, a new parking garage was constructed just
off of Perry Street, and the portion of the Property between Perry Street and the
parking garage has been re-constructed as a small isolated parking lot to fit the space
remaining. This aerial appears to reflect the current Site conditions and the
surrounding properties also appear to mirror existing conditions.

4.4.4

City Directory Information
EDR queried both Hill’s City Directories and Polk’s City Directories on five year
intervals for the following years: 1963, 1968, 1974, 1979, 1984, 1989, 2002, and 2006 for
addresses along Perry Street, formerly Pepper Street. In 2002 and 2006 there were no
listings for the Property or along Perry Street. VPI & SU was shown to occupy the
Property at 200 Perry Street in the 1968, 1974, 1979, 1984, and 1989 city directories. In
1963, 1968, and 1974, both the even and odd number blocks along Perry Street were
shown to be residential listings.
VPI’s physical plant was shown in 1989 to be listed at 103 Perry Street, northeast of
Stanger Street.
No surrounding addresses were noted that would be considered to be a REC to this
parcel.
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5.0 Site Reconnaissance

5.1

Methodology and Limiting Conditions
On April 7, 2013, Adina Sharp of VHB undertook a field site visit of the Site and
adjoining properties. VHB personnel visually and physically observed the Property
and conditions on the property to the extent of not being obstructed by asphalt,
vehicles, vegetation, or other obstacles. VHB visually and physically observed the
periphery of the property and the periphery of the structures, if any, as well as
viewing it from readily approachable adjacent public thoroughfares. Open portions
of the property were systematically traversed to provide an overlapping field of
view, as appropriate. Adjoining properties were viewed from the Site itself and
public thoroughfares. VHB does not enter adjoining property, but instead observes
and notes conditions only from the Site or where public access may provide
advantage in observing the adjoining property. Digital photographs were taken to
record the features observed during the field site visit and RECs of concern, as
appropriate. Copies of the digital photographs are presented in Appendix E.

5.2

General Site Use and Conditions Findings
As outlined in §9.4.1, 9.4.2, 9.4.3 and 9.4.4 of the ASTM Standard E 1527-05, VHB
investigated the Site for the outlined potential uses or conditions as they may relate
to RECs. The standard clearly indicates criteria for potential concern and
uses/conditions to note. Based on information collected in the field by VHB, the
following table indicates the presence or absence of these potential RECs or
uses/conditions of concern. Additionally, VHB notes the applicability of the use or
condition, given specific site considerations and constraints. Following the table is a
discussion of the potential use or condition and its qualification as a REC or not,
based on VHB’s opinion of its observation, as required.
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Interior & Exterior Use/Condition Findings
Hazardous Substances and Petroleum Products in Connection with
Identified Uses
Storage Tanks – Aboveground (ASTs) and/or Underground (USTs)
Odors
Pools of Liquid
Drums and/or Unidentified Substance Containers
Hazardous Substance and Petroleum Products Containers (Not
necessarily in Connection With Identified Uses
Unidentified Substance Containers
PCBs – Poly-chlorinated biphenyls

YES

NO
X

NA

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Interior Use/Condition Findings
Heating/Cooling
Stains or Corrosion
Drains and Sumps

YES

NO

NA
X
X
X

Exterior Use/Condition Findings
Pits, Ponds or Lagoons
Stained Soil or Pavement
Stressed Vegetation
Solid Waste
Waste Water
Wells
Septic Systems

YES

NO
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

NA

Other Use or Condition Not Listed Above

X

NA = Not Applicable

No RECs were identified for the Property during the Site reconnaissance portion of
the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment. Therefore, no further assessment is
recommended.

5.3

Adjacent Properties Use and Conditions
Findings
As outlined in §9.4.1, 9.4.2, 9.4.3 and 9.4.4 of the ASTM Standard E 1527-05, VHB
investigated the adjoining properties for the outlined potential uses or conditions as
they may relate to RECs. The standard clearly indicates criteria for potential concern
and uses/conditions to note. Based on information collected in the field by VHB, the
following table indicates the presence or absence of these potential RECs or
uses/conditions of concern. Additionally, VHB notes the applicability of the use or
condition, given specific site considerations and constraints. Following the table is a
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discussion of the potential use or condition and its qualification as a REC or not,
based on VHB’s opinion of its observation.

Interior & Exterior Use/Condition Findings
Hazardous Substances and Petroleum Products in Connection with
Identified Uses
Storage Tanks – Aboveground (ASTs) and/or Underground (USTs)
Odors
Pools of Liquid
Drums and/or Unidentified Substance Containers
Hazardous Substance and Petroleum Products Containers (Not
necessarily in Connection With Identified Uses
Unidentified Substance Containers
PCBs – Poly-chlorinated biphenyls

YES

NO
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Interior Use/Condition Findings
Heating/Cooling
Stains or Corrosion
Drains and Sumps

YES

NO

NA
X
X
X

Exterior Use/Condition Findings
Pits, Ponds or Lagoons
Stained Soil or Pavement
Stressed Vegetation
Solid Waste
Waste Water
Wells
Septic Systems

YES

NO
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

NA

Other Use or Condition Not Listed Above

X

NA = Not Applicable

No RECs were identified on adjacent properties during the Site Reconnaissance
portion of this Phase I Environmental Site Assessment; therefore, no further
assessment is warranted.
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6.0 Interviews

As indicated in ASTM 1527-05 §10.1, the objective of interviews is gain information
from knowledgeable sources regarding or indicating RECs in connection with the
Site. To this end, VHB has made appropriate inquiry into and attempted to contact
specific individuals as listed below and stated in the Standard. VHB’s effort in
performing interviews requires that we speak to the person(s) in person, by
telephone or by e-mail. The following table indicates the individual’s connection to
the Site, VHB’s means of contact and its success in contacting them.
List of Interviewees for the Proposed Blacksburg Transit Multi-Modal Transfer Facility, Blacksburg, VA
Connection to
Site

Date

Name

Employer

How
Contacted

Senior Consultant

5/10/2013

Robert Carpenter

Phone/email

Wendel Companies

5/1/2013

Charles M. Badger

McDonough,
Bolyard, Peck
Wendel
Companies

Success in
Contact
Effort
Yes

User
Questionnaire

VHB has incorporated information collected during the interview process into the
document as appropriate. Specific notes taken during the interview process are
contained in Appendix F.
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Yes

7.0 Findings

VHB has conducted a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for the proposed
location of the new Blacksburg Transit Multi-Modal Transit Facility off of Perry
Street on the campus of Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Virginia, and referred to as the
Sites or Property. This Phase I ESA was implemented at the request of VHB’s client,
Wendel Companies, to be performed in general accordance with the ASTM Standard
E 1527-05 for the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process. Based on our work
effort the following has been identified:
There were no on-Site REC’s identified on the proposed project site. Likewise, no
off-Site RECs were identified in the near vicinity of the Property which will require
further assessment. During the research portion of the Phase I ESA, the eastern
portion of the Property was shown to consist of multiple smaller size parcels.
Though the parcels are currently owned by Virginia Tech, they were never merged
into the larger University master parcel. Based on historical aerial photographs, the
reason for such small parcels appears to be due to the residential use of the area in
the 1950s and 1960s. Though the residential use is not considered an REC, the
potential exists for old underground storage tanks containing fuel oil to be buried in
these areas.
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Findings

8.0 Opinion

Based on the work effort and inquiry made by VHB in the performance of this Phase
I ESA and the findings developed during that work effort and inquiry process, VHB
does not believe that the readily identifiable RECs observed or uncovered during the
course of this study reflect conditions which are detrimental to the Site. VHB does
not recommend further evaluation or inquiry into the Site to meet the scope of the
ASTM E 1527-05 criteria, nor are we recommending a Phase II ESA. However, with
respect to the eastern portion of the Site and the potential for underground storage
tanks in the area once occupied by residential dwellings, VHB believes it would be
prudent to have an Environmental Professional on-Site to monitor future ground
disturbance in the area and to identify any adverse conditions, and collect samples if
need arises. At a minimum, care should be taken while excavating and grading due
to the potential for uncovering historical tanks.
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9.0 Conclusions

VHB has performed a Phase I ESA in conformance with the scope and limitations of
the ASTM Practice E 1527-05 for Blacksburg Transit’s proposed Multi-Modal Transit
Facility along Perry Street on the campus of Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Virginia,
and referred to as the Site or Property. Any exceptions to, or deletions from, this
practice are described in Section 10 of this document. This Phase I ESA has not
revealed evidence of RECs in connection with the Site which we feel would
adversely affect the Property at this time.
VHB does not recommend Phase II Environmental Site Assessment activities for the
Site. However, we are advising the client to be cautious when disturbing the ground
in the vicinity of the eastern portion of the Property where the historical residential
use of the Site may have included buried underground storage tanks for heating oil.
Care should be exercised in soil removal or grading within the vicinity of these
former residential parcels, and ideally, an Environmental Professional should be
there to provide oversight, and to advise should any environmental issues arise, or
samples should be collected.
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10.0

Data Gaps/Deviations

Any and all deletions, data gaps or deviations from the ASTM E 1527-05 practice for
completing this Phase I ESA are listed individually and in detail below:
Data gaps were present within coverage of the Site in aerial photographs,
topographic maps, and City Directories. Only those years available were reviewed.
All other years, prior to the earliest year available and gaps between years, have not
been reviewed; and therefore, no interpretations or assumptions could be made
regarding the Property during these time periods. Sanborn Insurance maps were not
available for this area of Blacksburg, Virginia; therefore, this represents a data failure,
and no information was derived from this source during this Phase I ESA.
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests for information pertinent to the Site was
not received from the Blacksburg Fire Department or the Blacksburg Planning
Department prior to the issuance of the report; therefore, any information they may
have was not available or reviewed.
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Additional Services

11.0

Additional Services

No additional services were requested from Wendel Companies for this Site and no
additional services were conducted by VHB during the course of this Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment.
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13.0

Signature(s) and
Qualifications of
Environmental Professional(s)

I declare that, to the best of my professional knowledge and belief, I meet the
definition of Environmental professional as defined in §312.10 of 40 CFR 312.
I have the specific qualifications based on education, training, and experience to
assess a property of the nature, history, and setting of the subject property. I have
developed and performed the all appropriate inquiries in conformance with the
standards and practices set forth in 40 CFR Part 312.

Environmental Professional:

_____________________________________
Adina R. Sharp, PG
Virginia License No. 1807
Environmental Scientist/Geologist

Environmental Professional:

_____________________________________
James B. O’Brien, PG
Virginia License No. 1281
Director – Oil & Hazardous Materials Services
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This report has been prepared for the sole and exclusive use of the Blacksburg
Transit, Wendel Companies and their assigns. It is subject to and issued in
connection with the Agreement and the provisions thereof. Any use or reliance
upon information provided in this report, without the specific written
authorization of the Blacksburg Transit and Wendel Companies and VHB shall
be at the User’s sole risk.



In conducting this assessment, VHB has obtained and relied upon information
from multiple sources to form certain conclusions regarding potential
environmental issues at and in the vicinity of the subject property. Except as
otherwise noted, no attempt has been made to verify the accuracy or
completeness of such information.



The objectives of the assessment described in this report were to assess the
physical characteristics of the subject property with respect to overt evidence of
past or present use, storage, and/or disposal of oil or hazardous materials, as
defined in applicable state and federal environmental laws and regulations, and
to gather information regarding current and past operations and environmental
conditions at and in the vicinity of the subject property.



Where access was denied or conditions obscured, VHB makes no report on such
areas.



No attempt has been made to assess the compliance status of any past or present
Owner or Operator of the Site with any federal, state, or local laws or regulations.



The findings, observations, and conclusions presented in this report are limited
by the scope of services outlined in our Agreement, which reflects schedule and
budgetary constraints imposed, by Wendel Companies and Blacksburg Transit
for the current phase of environmental assessment. Furthermore, the assessment
has been performed in accordance with generally accepted engineering practices
and standards set forth in ASTM E 1527-05. No other warranty, expressed or
implied, is made.



The assessment presented in this report is based solely upon information
gathered to date. Should further environmental or other relevant information be
developed at a later date, Wendel Companies and Blacksburg Transit should
bring the information to the attention of VHB as soon as possible. Based upon an
evaluation, VHB may modify the report and its conclusions.
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The EDR Environmental Data Resources Inc. (EDR) Radius Map with GeoCheck
was conducted under the Notice of Disclaimer/Waiver of Liability included in
the summary report.
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Appendix B
Municipal & Client Provided Documents
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Appendix C
Environmental Data Resources Inc.
Database Report
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Appendix D
Historical Information
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Appendix E
Site Photographs
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Appendix F
Interview Information
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Appendix F

Interview Notes
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Site Name: Proposed Blacksburg Transit – Virginia Tech MultiModal Transit Facility
Interview of: Charles Badger
Location: Richmond, VA
Communication Type:
Interviewed By:
User Questionnaire
Adina Sharp
Time: not applicable
Re: Site Questions
Summary of Interview: See attached User Questionnaire.

Location: Blacksburg, VA
With: Wendel Companies
Phone: 804-308-9670
With:
VHB
Date: May 1, 2013
Conclusions/Action:
None.

INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Site Name: Proposed Blacksburg Transit – Virginia Tech
Location: Blacksburg, VA
Multi-Modal Transit Facility
Interview of: Robert Carpenter
With: McDonough, Bolyard, Peck
(MBP)
Location: Roanoke, VA
Phone: 540-580-0645
Communication Type:
Interviewed By:
With:
Telephone/e-mail
Adina Sharp
VHB
Time: N/A
Date: May 10, 2013
Re: Site Questions
Summary of Interview: Mr. Carpenter stated that he believed Conclusions/Action:
the Site was farm land prior to development as a parking lot.
Requested additional information
With regards to Stroubles Creek, Mr. Carpenter stated that a
pertaining to Stroubles Creek and
system of culverts pipes run beneath the site to continue flow underground culvert pipe system.
of the creek beneath the site. To his knowledge, there have
Information not obtained prior to
not been any spills, leaks, or environmentally significant
issuance of the Phase I ESA.
events to occur on the site and there are no known
engineering or institutional controls for the site.
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Appendix G
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Appendix G

James B. O’Brien, PG
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Director of Oil & Hazardous
Materials Services

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mr. O’Brien is the Director of

Mr. O’Brien is directly involved in the preparation and implementation of Federal and
State regulatory requirements for contamination assessments, remedial action plans, and
corrective action plans. He has experience in the assessment and remediation of
petroleum hydrocarbon and hazardous waste contamination. Mr. O’Brien has
performed investigations in the Southwest, Midwest, and Eastern Seaboard.

Oil and Hazardous Materials

The assessment and remediation process has involved Mr. O’Brien in a variety of sites
ranging from corner service stations to Superfund sites. He has developed work plans,
health and safety plans, risk assessments, and remedial plans to evaluate and mitigate
impacts to soil and groundwater. He also has extensive experience in the environmental
construction activities of underground storage tank (UST) removal and installation,
above ground storage tank (AST) installation and remedial system construction,
operation, and maintenance. Mr. O’Brien’s construction experience also reaches out to
the reclamation and closure of orphaned mine sites, along with the erosion and
sediment control practices required during site development and restoration activities.

environmental consultant and

Services for VHB’s Virginia
Region. With 18 years of
professional experience as an
general contractor, Mr. O’Brien
has developed a broad
knowledge of the coordination
and implementation of
activities that evaluate and
mitigate environmental issues

Mr. O’Brien also has diversified experience in water resources and hydrogeologic
projects. This experience includes evaluation of area-wide water supply potential,
quantitative assessment of aquifer performance characteristics, saltwater intrusion
analyses, potable well field design, and well field impact modeling.

Phase I & II Environmental Site Assessment

for all phases of property
transfers. He also has diverse
experience in water resources
and hydro-geologic projects.

Project Manager, for a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) that identified the
potential presence of a formergas station on the site. Based on this data, a field program
was designed to utilize ground-penetrating radon (GPR) to screen the site for potential
USTs. A single UST was discovered. The Phase II ESA activities were implemented to
evaluate the impact, if any at all. A discharge was uncovered resulting in the creation of
a work plan to remove the UST and mitigate its impact.
Project Manager for, seven, Phase II ESAs for apartment complexes that included
evaluation of the absence or presence of asbestos, lead-based paint, and radon. The
apartment complexes ranged from 120 units to 400 units. Additionally, a GPR survey
was performed at a fast-food facility, in a shopping center, to evaluate the absence or
presence of USTs. No USTs were identified.
Project Manager for 150, Phase I ESAs for sites considered by cellular
telecommunications providers for location of tower facilities and equipment. The sites
ranged from rooftops of buildings to undeveloped property.

Petroleum Hydrocarbon Assessment
Directed and provided Senior Technical Support in identifying the presence of a 10,000
gallon UST; implementation of Initial Abatement measures, UST removal activities, Site
Characterization (SCR) of soil and groundwater to evaluate horizontal and vertical
extent of impact. Mr. O’Brien also directed the design and implementation of the
Corrective Action Plan to mitigate impacts to soil and groundwater. He acted as the
direct liaison between Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) and the client in the process of mitigating the concern.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.

James B. O’Brien, PG
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Provided oversight during removal activities of 550 gallon waste oil tank. Provided
direction to UST removal contractor in excavating soils for clean closure. Mr. O’Brien
collected soil samples during excavation to screen in the field for soil volatile organics
and observed soils for staining indicative of waste oil. Prepared closure assessment
report for DEQ review. Directed installation of aboveground storage tank (AST) for use
by facility in collection of waste oil generated.
Mr. O’Brien was responsible for post UST closure activities at former foundry facility
involving the reinstallation of groundwater monitoring wells for the completion of Site
Characterization (SCR) Addendum, as requested by the DEQ. He additionally
performed risk-based analysis to evaluate potential impact of contaminants to nearby
surface water should migration of impact occur. Provided continuous consulting
regarding free product removal and remedial alternatives for impact mitigation, along
with preparation of reimbursement claims for DEQ VPSTF.
Mr. O’Brien designed and implemented a field sampling plan to evaluate gasoline,
diesel and used oil impacts to the soil and groundwater in three tank pit areas at a
former dairy facility. He also directed field operations to include: drilling, soil borings,
installation of monitoring wells, collection of discrete soil samples and groundwater
samples for chemical analyses, evaluation of site hydrogeologic conditions through slug
testing and data analysis.

Non-Hydrocarbon Assessment
Project Manager responsible for development of field sampling, health and safety, and
surface geophysical survey plans for U.S. EPA Region IV directed site investigation.
Project Field Geologist responsible for crew direction for surface geophysical survey using
EM-31 and G856 magnetometer. Supervised collection of groundwater, surface water, and
sediment samples in order to collect data for hazard ranking system (HRS) scoring.
Prepared health and safety plan along with Chemical Data Acquisition Plan (CDAP) for
the removal of a 4,100 gallon UST and associated piping, that primarily contained
trichloroethylene from the degreasing and airplane painting operations at a former
military base. This work was performed in accordance with the base’s RCRA permit.
Project Geologist responsible for supervising all drilling, sampling, and monitoring well
installation associated with the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study work order
under the U.S. EPA Region IV Alternative Remedial Contract Strategy (ARCS) program
for former industrial site. Also, served as site safety coordinator, responsible for
preparation and implementation of site health and safety plans.

Program Management
Implemented UST management plan for an entire county in Virginia that required the
evaluation of all county owned USTs and ASTs, along with tanks owned by the county
school board. Performed site investigations to evaluate regulatory compliance of each
tank. Based on deficient conditions, recommended corrective actions to bring the tanks
into compliance with State and Federal regulations. The plan was implemented under
his direction and involvement. The work effort included tank removal and replacement
as required, along with subsequent assessment and remediation of impacts identified.
All work was performed under the Virginia DEQ’s Virginia Petroleum Storage Tank
Fund (VPSTF) and monies expended by the county were reimbursed.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Performed UST investigations for the removal and replacement of tanks for a medium
seized petroleum company that had facilities throughout Florida. The work included
coordinating activities to meet state regulations, closure plans, closure assessment
activities, procurement of new tanks and contracting of tank installers/removers,
supervising new installation, coordinating waste hauling (contaminated soil, tank
contents and water) and disposal of impacted soil and groundwater.
Directed a field team that evaluated over 200 USTs at eight correctional institutions in
the northwest portion of Florida. The team collected data that included age, capacity,
fuel type and monitoring system, (cathodic protection, groundwater monitoring wells,
etc.) Prepared documents outlining course of action to mitigate noncompliant conditions
and provided oversight in their correction.

Site Remediation & Construction Activities
Designed and constructed free product recovery system for a former service station that
had an 8,000 gallon release of gasoline from its USTs. The system was a product only
collection type that operated with compressed air pumps that drove the free product
back to a collection for tank disposal. Over a four (4) year period, the system was
maintained and recalibrated as necessary until the remedial endpoints were achieved to
meet the Virginia DEQ mandate for the site.
Implemented construction activities at orphaned mining sites across the Commonwealth
of Virginia that required reclamation due to forfeiture of bonding by miner on leased
lands. Activities included reworking high walls of mines to create safer topographic
condition, along with providing proper site drainage. Designed and installed erosion
and sediment controls to prevent runoff during the reclamation activities.
Project Manager responsible for modeling, analysis, and data reduction to meet state
application permit requirements for construction and operation of Volatile Organic
Compound (VOC) air pollution sources in Florida and Southern California relating to
automotive paint spray booths.

Hydrogeologic Assessments and Water Resources
Performed hydrogeologic assessment to evaluate if lagoons holding domestic waste
were leaking and impacting the water quality of the upper aquifer for a municipality.
Installed a series of perimeter piezometers to monitor fluctuations in groundwater
mounding and as points for sample collection to evaluate water quality.
Directed field tasks in selecting a site for a municipal potable well field. Activities
included preliminary drilling, groundwater modeling, analysis of potential saltwater
intrusion, withdrawal impacts to adjacent potable wells. Supervised the drilling
operations of an approximate 1,400 foot exploratory well, a 280 foot observation well
and a 375 foot production well. Reviewed and evaluated geophysical logs and drill
cuttings from each of these to select optimal water production zones.
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Education

B.S. Geology, Auburn University, 1988

Professional
Registrations/
Certifications

Certified Professional Geologist – Commonwealth of Virginia,
License #1281
Professional Geologist - State of North Carolina, License #1596
Professional Geologist – State of Florida, License #0001777
Professional Geologist – State of Tennessee,
Registration #TN3104
Professional Geologist – State of Kentucky, Registration #913
Professional Geologist – Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Registration # PG-003155-G
Commonwealth of Virginia – Soil and Water Conservation Board,
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspector, Certificate #3464
Commonwealth of Virginia – Soil and Water Conservation Board,
Erosion and Sediment Control Responsible Land Disturber,
Certificate # 20545
OSHA 40 Hour Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency
Response (HAZWOPER) Training (29 CFR 1910.120) with Annual
8 Hour Refreshers
OSHA 8 Hour Supervisor Training (29 CFR 1910.120)
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Adina Rose Sharp
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Environmental Scientist
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ms. Sharp’s previous experience includes:

Environmental Scientist
Managed projects, prepared and submitted proposals, conferred with clients regarding
scope of work, and recommended courses for action or remediation. Estimated budgets
for projects, completed Activity Authorization Forms for submittal to the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality outlining proposed work schedules and
reimbursement from the Petroleum Storage Tank Fund. Performed Phase I and Phase II
Environmental Site Assessments, Environmental Assessments, and Environmental Impact
Statements in accordance with current regulations and guidance. Responsible for logging
soil cores from Geoprobe sampler and collecting groundwater and soil samples.
Experienced with underground and aboveground storage tank investigations, including
groundwater contamination migration resulting from releases. Skilled at performing field
investigations and discussing procedures and findings within detailed reports, including
Site Characterizations, Corrective Action and Remediation reports, Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plans (SWPPPs), Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasures (SPCCs), and
storage tank closure reports. Duties involved assessing contamination, introducing ideas
for preventing contamination, and working with clients to maintain facility compliance.
Coordinated with local, state, and federal agencies for projects and worked with
commercial, residential, and industrial contractors, in addition to conferring with subject
experts. Assisted with wetland delineation field work and living shoreline restoration
projects.

Environmental Professional

Ms. Sharp recently joined VHB
as an environmental scientist.
She has experience
performing Phase I and Phase
II Environmental Site
Assessments, Environmental
Assessments, and
Environmental Impact
Statements. She also has
experience with underground
and aboveground storage tank
investigations, including
groundwater contamination
migration resulting from
releases. Ms. Sharp is skilled
at performing field

Performed Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments in accordance with ASTM
standards, including inspections, research, historical analysis, and drafting reports with
recommendations and conclusions for both public and private clients. Responsibilities
have also included reporting for NEPA investigations and monitoring wells for free
product.

investigations and discussing

Monitoring Program Coordinator

Characterizations, Corrective

Planned, executed, and coordinated various citizen monitoring projects, including the
National Marine Debris Monitoring Program and volunteer estuary/water quality
monitoring workshops, both funded by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Responsible for scheduling and making all logistical arrangements necessary for volunteer
water quality monitoring workshops and volunteer training. Prepared, compiled, and
distributed workshop related materials. Recruited and trained volunteers on program
protocols while also maintaining correspondence and volunteer activity for 120 national
monitoring sites. Prepared reports for the EPA documenting the progress of our
programs. Composed, edited, and reviewed articles for the Beach Monitor, a newsletter
dedicated to our volunteer monitoring teams. Supported other programs as needed,
including the annual International Coastal Clean-up and conference, a flagship program.

procedures and findings
within detailed reports,
including Site
Action and Remediation
reports, Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plans (SWPPPs),
Spill Prevention, Control and
Countermeasures (SPCCs),
and storage tank closure
reports.

Staff Geologist
Managed multiple projects, evaluated data, and performed statistical analyses of
laboratory data. Responsible for project invoicing and maintaining projects within their
allocated budgets. Composed letters and reports for review by the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality. Planned and scheduled environmental monitoring in compliance
with state and federal regulations. Collected groundwater samples from compliance
monitoring wells and piezometers, as well as conducting hydraulic head tests. Performed
oversight of drilling activities including groundwater well installation, well abandonment,
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and gas probe installations. Obtained field measurements and conducted environmental
monitoring at approximately forty solid waste facilities throughout the Mid-Atlantic
region, including Georgia Pacific, and Waste Management, Inc. Gathered and recorded
geologic information for field investigations of sites and developed groundwater contour
maps utilizing field information. Conducted physiochemical water quality monitoring
and habitat assessment during biomonitoring activities, including stream assessment.
Duties also included training field technicians on appropriate field procedures, and
calibrating equipment.

Graduate Teaching Assistant, Old Dominion University
Prepared and taught geology laboratory exercises in earth science, physical geology, and
geomorphology. Composed, administered, and graded tests for student comprehension of
the information taught. Tutored and advised students. Taught and assured equipment
and laboratory safety. Planned and conducted field trips. Assisted professors with
vibracore drilling in wetlands and piezometer installation to monitor water levels for a
proposed mitigated wetland site.

Science Teacher, Isle of Wight County Public Schools
Taught grades K-5 during a summer enrichment/pilot program. Developed and
conducted classes/laboratories from the water cycle, ecosphere and biosphere, to animal
dissection and other hands-on activities. Program developed and taught with attention to
Virginia State Standards of Learning. Assisted in program evaluation, with consideration
for year-round schooling applications statewide.

Graduate Assistant – Study Abroad, Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia
Participated in on-going fossil excavations, bone preservation, fossil identification, and
wet/dry sieved sediments at Naracoorte Caves, South Australia, a World Heritage Site.
Maintained thorough data records and assisted graduate and doctoral students with field
and laboratory work. Participated in additional field work projects in biology,
entomology, botany, and ornithology.

Graduate Assistant, Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Assisted graduate students with field work, data collection, and data entry, on York River
and Cedar Run projects in conjunction with the EPA and National Resource Conservation
Service. Constructed a detailed plant key for field work participants and volunteers,
collected information using standard transects for population surveys, and to identify and
evaluate botanical wetland species for their percent coverage.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B.S. Biology, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA, 1999
Education
B.S. Geology, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA, 1999
Specialized Training
OSHA 40-Hour HAZWOPER (and subsequent annual 8-hour
refresher trainings)
Coursework: Fate and Transport of Subsurface Contaminants 2004 National Water Quality Conference; Environmental
Applications of GIS; Environmental Impact Assessment and GIS
- ArcGIS.
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